Introduction
T he late 1980s and the 1990s in Taiwan ushered in a trend towards indigenisation, aimed at formulating a distinct national identity, a process still ongoing for several reasons, such as the island's international situation, its uneasy relationship with China, and a polarised political scene with intense electoral competition between parties that work towards different agendas. Many researchers (1) emphasise the self-conscious and selfreflexive character of nation building in Taiwan as a post-Andersonian project, which borrows from existing theory and other countries' experiences in order to construct a common identity for Taiwan, where a national territory, a government, and a people are already present.
Much has been written about Taiwanese identity -indeed, current English-language scholarship on Taiwan seems concerned with little else. (2) However, it has not equally reflected all the manifold fields where the national project is now articulated. Studies to date have mainly focused on the political discourse, (3) the academic discourse (especially history writing), (4) Taiwanese journalism and literature, (5) student and social movements, or ethnicity, (6) and also include social surveys. (7) My observations revealed a marked preoccupation with defining Taiwan in contemporary popular culture. This definition only partly overlaps with existing accounts of Taiwanese identity and is consistently present across various kinds of texts: comic books, tourist souvenirs, and recent films. Although increasingly diversified, (8) research into Taiwanese identity in popular culture is concerned mainly with cinema. (9) This paper will focus on present-day tourist souvenirs, which have not become a topic of academic inquiry as yet. In a recent article, Gary Rawnsley shows how the lack of a consistent public diplomacy strategy and of coordination between government institutions in charge of Taiwan's soft power has caused failure in proposing coherent messages with actual international appeal. Moreover, state-conducted public diplomacy is ideologically marked -its main trends are formulated according to the political agenda of the dominant party. As Ma Ying-jeou's administration was more conciliatory towards the PRC than Chen Shuibian's, its soft power activities steered away from political issues such as democracy to emphasise Taiwan's role as "preserver of traditional Chinese culture," (10) thus pushing the island into China's shade and reducing its international visibility. The Taiwan Academy, a project proposed by Ma Yingjeou in 2008 and implemented since 2011 by the Ministry of Culture, positions Taiwan as "the major Chinese cultural center where Confucianism, Buddhism, Zen [sic!], literature, architecture, arts and crafts, and traditional customs are promoted and preserved more completely as compared to the many regions influenced by Chinese culture." (11) Promotional materials commissioned by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, such as a diary pad designed by the government-operated Taiwan Panorama magazine and distributed in 2015 by Taipei Economic and Cultural Offices, showcase the island's Chinese connections. The diary is bound in red brocade of the type used for mounting traditional paintings and calligraphy; it features papercuts and artefacts from the National Palace Museum. Though also represented, specifically Taiwanese accents are downplayed: Dutch and Spanish presence on the island is explicitly mentioned but the Japanese rule is not; photographs from museums of Taiwanese history and literature focus on architecture and generic "Asian poetry." The nation-branding slogan "TaiwanThe Heart of Asia" launched by the Taiwan Tourism Bureau in 2011 displays an apparently different approach by placing Taiwan at the centre. However, most graphic elements in the accompanying logo highlight the island's Chinese heritage: a building resembling the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall, red lanterns, a teapot, steamed buns and chopsticks, or the Taipei 101 building, the design of which incorporates auspicious Chinese symbols. The overall message these initiatives convey internationally is thus politically safe and at best undecided.
State institutions are but one of many sources that articulate Taiwanese identity, and the China-centred or ambiguous message discussed above is but part of the many images of Taiwan that circulate, intersect, and compete in the island's public discourse. The present paper will show how texts of popular culture (tourist souvenirs) outside the realms of state institutions and official discourse construct a highly coherent image of Taiwan for both a domestic and a foreign audience, incorporating certain motifs from stateled nation branding projects but firmly anchored in the local. This process is self-conscious in that the producers of these texts explicitly undertake the task of defining Taiwan, and self-reflexive in that this definition involves de-naturalisation and resembles an exercise in applying well-known concepts from an international academic discourse on nationhood. It aims to make Taiwan visible as an individualised entity by naming the nation, emphatically delineating its territory, and filling it with a multitude of iconic landmarks, everyday sights, and familiar objects. These landscapes and objects play several roles: they depict Taiwan as a familiar, homely space, and embody both a specific Taiwanese way of life and a collective memory. Thus the analysed texts revisit the concept of "community of fate" (mingyun gongtongti 命運共同體) (12) that emerged in the late 1980s and became popular in the early 1990s, when Lee Teng-hui advocated it in his project of Taiwanisation. (13) Although this concept was centred around ethnicity, I
argue that its most recent evolution moves away from that initial focus and brings history, geography, and everyday life to the fore as the basis for creating a sense of community and solidarity.
Research material
The role of tourism, sites, and sights in conveying nationhood has been elaborated by many scholars; (14) tourist souvenirs record iconic representations of space that contribute to place branding and nation building. (15) This project is based on fieldwork conducted in bookstores and souvenir, stationery, and other shops in Taipei and the New Taipei City area. (16) Alongside souvenirs depicting motifs that Edensor (17) terms a "national landscape ideology," i.e., natural or man-made iconic sites already imbued with national significance, cityscapes representing (national) modernity, or aboriginal folk culture, which are used in many countries or have been used in Taiwan since Japanese colonial times, (18) many other objects were available that aimed exclusively at branding the nation (by picturing national symbols, such as the flag) or that presented everyday life at home or in the city, images of the past before or after the Second World War, or Taiwan's geography and biodiversity. It was the less conventional image of Taiwan constructed by this latter type of souvenir that aroused my interest, and the present paper focuses on one of its aspects -depictions of space in present-day Taiwan.
Some of these artefacts stylistically resemble the "Taiwan -The Heart of Asia" logo; others are different in style, but exploit certain themes of the official nation-branding project. However, the voices that formulate this national project do not belong to the official discourse, but are diverse and come from the grassroots -these objects (postcards, stickers, refrigerator magnets, bookmarks, glass coasters, and so on) are produced by private publishing houses or companies specialising in tourist souvenirs and stationery. (19) The size and degree of availability of their product range varyMiin Design and Milu Design have a large and diversified offering (postcards and others), readily available at bookstores such as Eslite; Renren Publishing Co. Ltd. specialises in postcard series, also distributed by many bookstores; the Taiwan Railway Company offers souvenirs other than postcards, available in shops at tourist sites; Qingtian Paper Gifts Ltd.'s sticker sets were on sale 6 c h i n a p e r s p e c t i v e s • N o . 2 0 1 7 / 2 at stationery shops and supermarkets; Frogfree is a small company that sells online and at a Taipei coffee shop. Most manufacturers advertise themselves as representatives of local creativity who formulate and promote an image of their homeland. (20) Apart from assuming the existence of a Taiwanese national community ("we") and asserting emotional attachment to it, some of them take political stances that ran counter to current official views at the time of my research (February-October 2014), and associate themselves with social activism -Frogfree advocates Taiwan's independence and protests against nuclear energy. (21) The overall number of such products on the market (22) indicated that what seemed to constitute a grassroots exercise in appropriating and developing the state-initiated nation-branding project had become a large-scale phenomenon.
Some of the analysed souvenirs bear inscriptions in both English and Chinese. Others are only inscribed in Chinese (mostly standard Mandarin, sometimes Hoklo in Chinese characters) and depict elements of local culture not readily available to foreigners (such as China Strong canvas shoes, or campus folk singer Yang Zujun). Many souvenirs in my sample were sold off the beaten tourist track (23) (at the Taipei Fine Arts Museum, coffee shops, the Taiouan-e-diam near Xinsheng South Road, or a 1920s-themed bookstore on Dihua Street) and even beyond travel destinations (Carrefour markets outside the city centre). Therefore, such objects may be consumed both as tourist items and as collectibles, and the image of Taiwan they construct is addressed to both a foreign and a local audience. (24) 
Theoretical and methodological framework
This paper is based on Benedict Anderson, Michael Billig, and Tim Edensor's constructivist approach to the nation. The latter speak of national identity as a "form of life, which is daily lived in the world of nation-states," a national "we" imagined on the basis of elements that include the nation's name, its territory, and history (discussed in this paper), (25) "a common sense that this is how things are and this is how we do things." (26) A-chin Hsiau also connects national identity to a specific way of life and applies it to Taiwan within the framework of cultural nationalism: "Cultural nationalists believe that national identity is mainly a matter of consciousness which rests on internalising a particular way of life as a result of unique national history and geography, rather than on simply participating in contemporary sociopolitical processes under the rule of a state." (27) In tune with his theoretical framework, Hsiau focuses on intellectual elites (literary and academic circles). While drawing on his understanding of national identity, my study turns towards mass-produced consumer products and a definition of Taiwan purposefully designed as non-elite.
Theorists of everyday nationhood and banal nationalism such as Edensor, Billig, Fox, and Miller-Idriss, argue that not only macro-structural factors are involved in nation-building, that nationhood is not only called upon during national crises or spectacular displays, and is not only the product of cultural elites. National identity is embedded into the daily life of ordinary people, constantly "flagged" by banal cues that interpellate them as national subjects, (28) experienced in everyday routines, familiar landscapes, and among well-known objects, which create a sense of national belonging, (29) and is performed through everyday discursive practices, choices, and decisions, ritual enactments of national symbols, and consumption habits. (30) My study will not focus on people and cultural practices, but on representations of iconic and mundane landscapes in texts of popular culture, an approach also adopted by Edensor. (31) However, it will show these scholars' theoretical framework at work in a different context. They speak of established nations and of the ways in which an already internalised, naturalised nationhood and national identity are reproduced and maintained in the everyday. This takes place unreflexively: Billig uses the metaphor of "the flag hanging unnoticed on the public building," (32) and Fox and Miller-Idriss mention that nationhood "operates at the level of unselfconscious disposition." (33) I argue that since Taiwan's nation-building is still in progress, my research material takes familiar, ordinary sights that usually go unnoticed and displaces them from their actual-life context to de-naturalise and mobilise them in a selfconscious effort at defining a specific Taiwanese way of life. This strategy effaces the ongoing character of national identity construction and presents Taiwaneseness not as an ever-elusive "object in suspension," a "future possibility of a singular, naturalised, unifying identity" to be sought for and established through "an active discursive process," (34) but as already constituted and easily available in a daily life environment.
In her account of architecture and memory, Shelley Hornstein points out that visual images of particular sites do not simply record physical objects and their spatial environment, but are the results of curatorial acts that select and arrange specific views, endowing them with cultural meaning. Moreover, images of places also involve memories -they either act as aidemémoire for persons who have visited them by recalling experiences lived at those locations, or help construct mental images of places never visited, subsequently preserved in memory. (35) Hornstein also discusses picture postcards that build Israel's image as an emerging nation. (36) Postcards are usually available for on-site purchase at visited locations and brand their image while transporting it elsewhere, often abroad. They are curated, iconic representations of a certain place in time, and tell stories of the brand they contribute to build. The branding strategy they employ consists of inciting desire for the places they depict; they also "address the collective anxieties and desires of a nation." (37) 24. The former seems to be a generalised global public. Although for linguistic reasons PRC tourists might constitute a target group, shop assistants I interviewed emphasised their interest in souvenirs related to Chiang Kai-shek and martial law era anti-communist propaganda rather than the products analysed here. tourist souvenirs: in response to present-day needs and anxieties, they construct various sites as objects of desire, tell stories of Taiwan, and build an image of the island as national homeland. They brand Taiwan internationally, and thus work as a form of public diplomacy within the framework established by Rawnsley. (38) Hornstein's project takes into consideration both the visual images on picture postcards and the senders' textual messages written on the back side. (39) Though I acknowledge the pertinence of this approach, I only discuss the chosen souvenirs as texts in themselves, outside the context of reception, postcard exchange, and communication practices, as well as within the scope of the tourist experience.
As postcards and other souvenirs are part of the tourism industry, I shall also quote John Urry and Jonas Larsen's discussion of tourism, nation-building, and commodification of heritage. (40) I consider my research material to be both based on an already established tourist gaze as a culturally and socially patterned vision inherent in the experience of modern tourism (41) and to produce a certain kind of gaze (42) upon Taiwan that articulates its local specificity.
My analysis touches upon the concept of nation branding, defined by Melissa Aronczyk as "the creation and communication of national identity using tools, techniques, and expertise from the world of corporate brand management" (43) in order to increase the nation-state's global competitiveness in attracting tourists or foreign investment. Aronczyk's critical approach exposes the elitism of such projects, initiated by governments, designed by a "transnational promotional class," (44) implemented by local NGOs and private businesses, but which downplay the role of civil society and individual actors, ignoring their creative potential. (45) However, Aronczyk's and similar studies (46) are centred upon these very elitist practices, while my paper proposes a complementary perspective. It considers nation branding strategies carried out outside the state but which engage in a dialogue with state-led projects whose elements they appropriate and develop into images of Taiwan that are refocused, endowed with coherence despite their manifold sources, and echo significant local discourses.
Aronczyk and Kaneva (47) approach nation branding both as a field where various actors vie for scarce resources, and as a discourse concerning the process and that is embodied in texts -national images, such as advertisements or logos. Billig (48) and Fox and Miller-Idriss (49) speak of nationhood as produced and reproduced by means of discursive acts. Harrison also refers to Taiwanese identity as a form of social knowledge under incessant construction. (50) Since I explore the outcome of what I perceive to be grassroots undertakings in nation branding, the strategies employed to construct Taiwan as object of knowledge, and the way this image of Taiwan is grounded in existing discourses, my paper also embraces a discourse analytical approach.
Discourses construct social reality and give meaning to social interaction; their effects are to be determined through systematic investigation of texts (discursive units) that are interconnected, may take various forms (written, spoken, graphic, material, or other (51) ), and simultaneously make meaning in several semiotic modes (visual, linguistic, layout, etc.). (52) Discourse is "a coherent pattern of statements across a range of archives and sites"; (53) its intertextual nature and the presence of coherent discourse formations (54) in many diverse materials justifies the choice of different kinds of texts for analysis (postcards and other tourist souvenirs). Discourses are processes; their analysis examines how objects of knowledge are produced and maintained in a larger context, influenced by dynamic balances of hegemony between social actors at different historical moments. (55) Transformations in the socio-political environment of communication, situations of instability, and renegotiation of power require re-assessment of social relations, the audience, communicative needs, available semiotic resources, and their potential effectiveness. (56) My study perceives the analysed texts as representing a stage in the process of knowledge production and communication regarding "Taiwaneseness." It aims at revealing change in a broader environment; it comments on actors that formulate Taiwan's image, incentives for change, new contributions, and borrowings from earlier discourses. However, the main argument of my article is not centred on actors themselves, their motivations and actions, but on the Taiwan-related message that they convey. The topics discussed below constitute dimensions of this message and are based on research material consisting of 36 items. They are part of a larger corpus of tourist souvenirs selected by employing theoretical sampling, i.e., according to their relevance for the less conventional approach to Taiwan mentioned at the beginning of the previous section, and for the categories that emerged during their analysis. (57) Naming the nation and defining its territory Anderson (58) points out that the nation is imagined across space as a community of people who inhabit the same territory. Among the various instances of "flagging" it in everyday life, Billig mentions the nation's name, the distinctive label that confirms that a national community exists and distinguishes it from other similar groups in a world of nations. (59) He also speaks of imagining the homeland as a geographical totality contained within national borders, which unites actually experienced localities. Edensor shows that the nation is constructed as a bounded space; the borders act as a performative statement of that nation's common-sense existence and enclose a particular culture while delineating it from others. (60) Most analysed items (29 out of 36) highlight the island's name as that of the nation. The word "Taiwan" in Latin letters and/or Chinese characters is conspicuously and often repeatedly placed on the front or back side. A series of folding postcards by Miin Design even engage the purchaser in an interactive game of making Taiwan visible -they provide stickers with a round logo bearing Taiwan's name in English and Chinese to be used for closing the postcard before sending, the way shop-assistants seal shopping bags using stickers or sticking tape with the shop name or logo. By joining in this game, the purchaser is placed within Taiwan and entrusted with the task of branding Taiwan internationally by sending the thus branded postcard abroad. Taiwan's name is not employed as simply that of a geographical locality, but is part of a nation-building project designed with a universal perspective -Taiwan is constructed as part of an international world of nations, a global political order. The name is often accompanied by the national flag, (61) this "conventional symbol of particularity," which due to its conventional character is at the same time a "symbol of the universality of nationhood." (62) Thus the state is cut off from any claims to the mainland and identified with the geographical location called "Taiwan." On a series of sticker sets by Qingtian Paper Gifts Ltd. presenting tourist attractions and distinguishing features of Taiwan, this idea is further hammered home by graphic representations of the flag placed within the name, inside the "mouth" component in the character tai 台 from Taiwan 台灣. In most cases, it is not the state's official name (the Republic of China or ROC) that cooccurs with the flag, but "Taiwan," which removes any connection with China. In the same sticker series, Taiwan's claim to international recognition as a nation is also suggested by images of the Taiwanese passport, whose overall look follows the official design, except that the lettering -"Taiwan" -is printed in considerably larger size than the English name, "Republic of China."
Taiwan's name also frequently co-occurs with the island's map. The map is usually only given as a contour, which reinforces the idea of a self-contained and bounded geographical entity above regional divisions. Name and map are visually displayed as organically interrelated -the phrases Taiwan zui meili de jiaoluo 台灣最美麗的角落 and "Most beautiful corner in Taiwan" (63) form the island's overall shape in a series of Frogfree postcards. One postcard by Renren Publishing Co. Ltd. is exclusively dedicated to this geographical totality and its name. It consists of as many as 29 stickers with Taiwan's map in various sizes and colours. The postcard imprints Taiwan's shape in the viewer's sight both with and without the stickers: even after detaching them from the postcard, their trace still remains as a contour. This postcard also contains 19 other stickers with the island's name, either placed over the map or separately.
The national territory, the nation's name, the state, and the people are shown as bound in unity on one sticker that works as a quintessential illustration of the basic definition of nationhood. (64) The sticker displays various names that designate Taiwan, including the official state name and its English acronym (Taiwan, Formosa, Republic of China, R.O.C., Taiwan 台灣, Baodao 寶島, Penglai Xiandao 蓬萊仙島, Fuermosha 福爾摩沙, Zhonghua Minguo 中華民國) in dark red and blue, arranged in the rectangular shape of the national flag, also given below in its regular form. On top of this image is an utterance that constructs a national community identified with the national territory in the English version: "I come from...," where the island's map replaces the letter "I." The sticker thus functions as a performative utterance: it positions its user as a national subject who makes a national statement, and constructs Taiwan as a national home. The homely character of this space is highlighted by the words Penglai Xiandao and Baodao, which establish an affective bond between the utterer ("I") and Taiwan pictured as a heaven by playing upon the mythical connotations of the name "Penglai." The use of "Formosa," on the other hand, is a political statement of local (as opposed to Chinese) consciousness. 61. My research material promotes "Taiwan" as the nations name more conspicuously than the official state name. However, it displays the official R.O.C. flag instead of taking over the alternative designs proposed by pro-independence circles, and thus refrains from openly challenging the official status quo. This lack of consistency in constructing the nation as separate from the state is part of the overall non-antagonistic character of the nationalistic project in my research material and is discussed in the final part of this article.
62. Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism, op. cit., p. 85.
63. All inscriptions quoted throughout this paper are in the language(s) in which they occur in my research material.
64. "In essentials, the theory of nationhood stipulates that a people, place and state should be bound in unity" (Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism, op. cit., p. 77).
Adina Zemanek -Familiar Spaces: (National) Home in Contemporary Taiwanese Tourist Souvenirs The island's contour is not always given only as such, but sometimes is also depicted as an enclosure suggesting national unity. In one case (a sticker from a set by Qingtian Paper Gifts Ltd.) it is drawn as a frame that sets off national symbols in a manner and style reminiscent of the "Heart of Asia" logo. However, the heart shape is replaced by Taiwan's map, and the enclosed symbols are both more numerous and more mundane. The plum blossom (Taiwan's national flower) and tea, which overlap with the official logo, are accompanied by other brand national products -bananas, pineapple, pineapple cakes, deep-fried chicken, and bubble tea. On two Frogfree postcards from different series, Taiwan's map with marked administrative divisions works as a showcase for an island-wide tour -each postcard displays on the face side a view from a certain locality, pinpointed on the map placed on the postcard's back side. Such depictions are reminiscent of the panoramic, bird's-eye-view Japanese colonial maps from the 1930s, which show the island's natural beauty and its modern progress, (65) or maps from the late 40s, the 60s, and 70s, which reflect the Nationalist Party (Kuomintang, KMT) government's promotion of tourism. Apart from the island itself, these maps would include Japan with its other colonies, Korea and Manchukuo, and mainland China's coast respectively. The images constructed in my research material also recall the round-the-island trips depicted in two films, Bai Ke's Descendants of the Yellow Emperor (1956) and Li Xing's Brother Wang and Brother Liu Tour Taiwan (1958), (66) where travelling across the island functions as a pretext for introducing a (Han) Chinese version of nationalism. On the contemporary Frogfree postcards, however, Taiwan is depicted separately, without any links to territories other than the archipelagos administered by the ROC; the only space of reference for nationwide travel is that delineated by the ROC's borders.
Iconic sites, mobility across space and quotidian landscapes
The role of travel to key natural and cultural sites in producing a sense of nationhood is discussed by Urry and Larsen, (67) who trace the origins of this practice to 1851, when the Great Exhibition took place at London's Crystal Palace, followed by similar grand-scale tourist events in other countries during the next decades. The mid-nineteenth century also marked the beginning of travelling to major scenic spots, pieces of architecture, exhibitions, and other sites that embody or testify to national cultural achievements. My research material also proposes such established kinds of travel destinations: Mount Ali, the Taroko Gorge, the Queen's Head at Yeliu Geopark, the Tainan Confucius Temple, Taipei's Grand Hotel and Taipei 101, among others. What aroused my interest was not the presence of these tourist spots in itself, but the form in which they occur, discussed below.
According to Urry and Larsen, "the [tourist] gaze is constructed through signs, and tourism involves the collection of signs," of natural landscapes and unique artefacts that act as signifiers of pre-established notions about an essentialised national or regional character. (68) Edensor (69) also mentions ideologically and emotionally charged natural scenery and man-made iconic, emblematic sites that act as synecdoches for the entire nation. Alongside postcards specifically celebrating Taiwan's natural beauty and a general urban modernity in photographs thereof (not taken into consideration for this project), I found that another frequent presence on the market were postcards and sticker sets that collectively represent natural or manmade scenery from various localities around Taiwan or in the Taipei area through drawings instead of photographs. These are sometimes highly stylised, composed of a few simple elements that highlight characteristic traits, and accompanied by captions that identify and locate the objects thus pictured. The Twin-Heart Fish Trap in Qimei (Penghu) is shown as two blue interconnected boomerang-like shapes with the two characters for "Penghu" inside; the sunset at Danshui is depicted as a circle above three wavy lines, with the caption "Danshui xiyang 淡水夕陽 / Tamsui Sunset" on the back of the postcard; Fort San Domingo (identified as such on the reverse) is a red square with a crenelated top line, a small rectangle for the turret, and two black shapes for a door and window. Moreover, the same objects are repeatedly depicted in identical or very similar forms on different items coming from the same or different manufacturers (Milu Design and Qingtian Paper Gifts Ltd.). The graphic simplification and the reiteration of similar patterns establish a visual convention that induces a particular way of viewing places and marks them as brand logos for various cities or areas in Taiwan. This visual strategy turns actual scenery into signs and emphasises their iconicity, thus producing them as objects of a tourist gaze in search of typical, national sites (this latter fact is reinforced by the presence of Taiwan's name and national flag on top of the sticker sets). In addition, this strategy conforms to the design of the Tourism Bureau's heart-shaped logo, which uses the same colourful, simplified, and lightweight style and very similar patterns for buildings.
However, not all the tourist sites displayed on the imaginary travel map of Taiwan in my research material are equally conventional in character. Except for world-famous sites that would indeed list high in rankings of "mustvisit" places, there are also numerous objects that do not seem too susceptible of attracting crowds of tourists -the Lanyang Museum in Toucheng (Yilan County), the Longteng Bridge in Sanyi Township (Miaoli County), the Jiantan MRT station in Taipei, the steel bridge over Dajia River on the Hou-Feng Bikeway in Taizhong 
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Illustration 3 -Turning sites into signs. Postcard by Milu Design © A. Zemanek 1997, and the EcoARK pavilion in 2010). Their presence in my research material could be explained by a need to increase the number of sites on Taiwan's national tourist map, to emphasise the richness and diversity of Taiwan's national culture, and to increase the visibility of lesser localities by constructing them as attractive tourist destinations. My research material features not only iconic sites from different locations over the island, but also objects related to the railways, which bind these locations together and make them accessible within an island-wide transportation network. The railways are a recurrent motif not only in my entire research corpus, (70) 1964) , and Hou Hsiao-hsien's Dust in the Wind (1986). As Hong points out, (71) trains in these cinematic works can be read as emblems of modernity, economic and social change, geographic movement, and movement in time. Apart from that, the railway system can also be said to aggregate separate localities into a national spatial imaginary, and to give rise to a sense of regularity and simultaneity across the "homogeneous, empty time" mentioned by Anderson as a constitutive feature of nationhood. (72) My research material depicts railway stations (Xinzhu and Sandiaoling -in a sticker set issued by Qingtian Paper Gifts Ltd. and on a refrigerator magnet by Taiwan Railway Company), Pingxi Line railway tracks on a photograph postcard by Renren Publishing Co. Ltd., and a station name plate, of the kind present everywhere across Taiwan, reproduced as a refrigerator magnet (Taiwan Railway Company). The standardised looks of such plates emphasises nationwide uniformity; they place the current station between the previous and the next one while also stating the exact distances that separate them (the station featured on the magnet is Songshan, which comes 3.5 km after Nangang and 6.4 km before Taipei Main Station), thus picturing them as nodes within a larger network.
Railway stations and station name plates are not popular tourist sights (except among fans of railway culture (73) ), but are part of the banal landscapes of everyday life. Such mundane, quotidian sights are ubiquitous in my research material. According to Urry and Larsen, (74) the tourist gaze is based on contrast between its object and the observer's everyday living and working environment, on a search for difference, for the extraordinary, the unfamiliar in other times and places. It is also characterised by an incessant anticipation of things new and different, which causes a readiness to accept anything as a potential attraction, as long as it is presented as such. Urry and Larsen also mention the anti-auratic and anti-hierarchical nature of postmodernism, and a trend for local vernacular styles and unfamiliar aspects of social life hitherto not perceived as such. (75) Edensor, on the other hand, considers national identity to be played out in familiar, everyday spaces and objects, habitual performances, and shared representations, which provide a reassuring sense of stability and groundedness and define the specific way of life of a certain national community. This shared sense of "how things are" and "how we do things" (76) is usually unreflexive, and becomes conscious only when these familiar routines are deemed to be threatened, or certain factors (such as travelling abroad) upset their continuity. The designers of the texts I analyse employ a strategy that consists of de-naturalising such everyday spaces, objects, habits, experiences, and representations in a self-conscious effort to define Taiwan. This de-familiarisation of the familiar is legitimised and made readily acceptable by placing it within the framework of tourism, in view of the expectations that the tourist gaze implies.
In terms of national space, Edensor mentions the unremarkable places of shared, daily activities (work and recreation, shopping and services), streetscapes, and motorscapes, styles of housing, garden ornamentation or home decoration, local flora and fauna -all those recurring, serial features of space that facilitate a sense of homeliness nearly everywhere across the nation. (77) The perception of such spatial elements is not cognitive, but sensual, experiential, and participatory, grounded in bodily dispositions and patterns of use embedded in memory, which engenders an affective sense of place that deepens in time as one grows up and lives in a certain locality. (78) In my research material, this affective bond is emphasised by inscriptions that construct the utterer as a local inhabitant and a national "I": "Taipei, sweet city of mine" and "I love local goods" (Wo ai guohuo 我愛國貨). Photographs and drawings of familiar spaces and numerous objects that populate these spaces are featured as signs of Taiwan. Although some are explicitly anchored in particular localities (the West Central District in Tainan, Songshan railway station, Pingxi, Hengchun Township in Pingdong County, and so on), no specific visual traits mark them out as unique -they N o . 2 0 1 7 / 2 • c h i n a p e r s p e c t i v e s 11 70 . The railways are also promoted by tourist souvenirs depicting the Japanese colonial period and the martial law era; as they do not refer to contemporary Taiwan, these items are not discussed in the present paper. Many such souvenirs are designed by a manufacturer that specifically focuses on the island's railway culture: the Taiwan are elements and arrangements of space encountered all over the island, especially in urban areas. They are sometimes accompanied by inscriptions that emphasise their generic and national character: "Taiwan's night markets" (Taiwan yeshi 台灣夜市), "Taxis in Taiwan," "Scooters on the streets" (with the "Taiwan" logo next to the inscription). The spaces pictured in the analysed texts are examples of a mundane, vernacular aesthetics, radically different from the conventionalised images of urban modernity usually depicted on postcards. Some of them are simply commonplace: street views with high-rise office buildings covered in mirror tiles, vertical shop signs, traffic lights and signs, and busy traffic (buses, cars, yellow cabs, blue mini-trucks, scooters), a small, local Earth God temple, night market scenes, and betel nut stands with star-shaped rotating neon signs outside. Other landscapes, however, are rather the opposite of quality, orderly urban design. On a set of glass coasters designed by Ariel Chi and published by Advertising & Creativity, there are bird's eye views of chaotically-built apartment blocks of various sizes crowded into each other, with water tanks, TV aerials, illegal extensions, gardens, and pigeon cages on top, iron bars in the windows, air conditioners hanging outside, laundry hung out to dry, and odd objects stored on balconies. A series of postcards by Renren Publishing Co. Ltd. portrays cats in Anping on street views with tangled electric cables and low, dilapidated buildings, plaster peeling off walls, exposing the bricks underneath. The Taiwaneseness of certain landscapes is already established: "betel nut beauties" in their glass booths (the topic of a Milu Design postcard) figure in both Western and Taiwanese media as a trademark feature of the island, and night markets (another postcard from the same series) are mentioned in most tourist guides. Apartment blocks of the kind described above may be less of a local brand, but their Taiwanese specificity has been remarked. Zhu Tianwen's short story "Fin de Siècle Splendor," for instance, speaks of "roofs […] covered with illegal structures built with corrugated iron," describes this architectural style as typically Taiwanese ("different from the West and again different from Japan"), and attributes its lightweight character to the local climate. (79) Apart from whole street scenes, some of which already function as signs of Taiwan, many individual objects recurrent as serial features of quotidian landscapes are also promoted as national trademarks in my research material: buses, yellow cabs, scooters, name seal and bubble tea shop signs, pawnshop signs, outdoor signs for foot massage parlours, dentists, opticians, HeySong ads, alcohol and tobacco retailer signs issued by the Taiwan Tobacco and Liquor Corporation (still hanging on the streets in some places), and objects present in many Taiwanese homes, such as the Datong rice cooker. These elements do not occur within the everyday cityscapes mentioned above (as do buses, small blue lorries, and cabs in the background of a Milu Design postcard focusing on scooters), but instead are singled out as sole topics of postcards or stickers. For instance, a postcard by Milu Design is exclusively dedicated to the yellow cab: it is made of hard cardboard cut in the shape of a cab, with an inscription on the reverse side that points out the characteristic features in the looks of Taiwanese taxis (the yellow chassis, the taxi sign above, written in red lettering against a white background); one sticker out of a set by Qingtian Paper Gifts Ltd. has the same topic. Milu Design's offer also includes a set of bookmarks depicting various kinds of Taiwanese shop signs. The fact that such elements are cut out of the background and presented individually as markers of Taiwaneseness hammers home the de-naturalisation to which they are submitted in the process.
All these representations of everyday landscapes turn mundaneness (and even ugliness) into an extraordinary spectacle (in Urry and Larsen's terms), and make up an image of Taiwan that contrasts with the refinement of classical Chinese culture promoted in the state discourse of public diplomacy and the nationally neutral familiarity of the "Heart of Asia" logo. The unpretentious character of this image and the emotional attachment to such homely spaces are sometimes directly formulated: the description on the back side of the Miin Gift shop sign bookmark set mentions "Qinqie de lisu xianghui 親切的俚俗象徽 / kindly vulgar symbols," and a Qingtian Paper Gift Ltd. sticker set labels several items (such as the scooter) as "for use exclusively by taike" (taike zhuanyong 台客專用), a concept that connotes a lowly subculture hinted at by both items; the connection is also made at the visual level, through objects and stylistic conventions usually promoted as taike aesthetics. (80) The sticker set also engages in a tongue-in-cheek dialogue with the China-centred project of nationhood based upon a millennium-old high culture, and subverts it through appropriating its form: the characters for taike zhuanyong are written in red and placed inside a square frame, which makes them look like a traditional or official seal. The same strategy is to be found on a postcard by Miin Gift, which displays the two characters for taike merged into one, written in black calligraphy against a red background. Calligraphy and the red colour may connote traditional Chinese culture, but the concept of taike itself is brought back to Taiwan: a gold-coloured map of the island is enclosed into the lower part of the character for ke. The map is embossed, and thus also visible on the postcard's reverse side, where it occurs alone, without any elements that would link it to China.
Places and objects with stories to tell: Constructing a national heritage
In Anderson's account, the national community is imagined as a unique entity not only across space, but also in time, with its own past and future destiny; constructing the nation also implies writing a national history. (81) This history is not written once and for all; as Billig states, "Nations often do not typically have a single history, but there are competing tales to be told.
[…] Different factions, whether classes, religions, regions, genders or ethnicities, always struggle for the power to speak for the nation […] national histories are continuously being re-written, and the re-writing reflects current balances of hegemony." (82) During martial law, national history in Taiwan was that of China. Within a general trend towards de-sinification and Taiwanisation, the 1980s ushered in a process of rewriting national history. (83) This preoccupation was noticeable in the political, academic, and educational spheres, but was also reflected in popular culture (such as the New Taiwan Cinema). The tourist souvenirs analysed here join in the struggle over the articulation of national history, alongside those voices that uphold the reconstruction of historical continuity -the need to restore historical chapters erased by previous political regimes within the national narrative and to re-establish links between them. (84) Edensor mentions how ideologically loaded, emblematic sites that "constitute ceremonial points of reference" function as evidence of the past (commemorate important events in national history), or celebrate the nation's modernity and progress. (85) On the other hand, many theories of the nation overemphasise its past and future advancement, while neglecting the present, "the everyday, which is […] equally important in establishing a sense of national identity." (86) The tourist souvenirs I analyse feature both kinds of places -emblematic sites and quotidian landscapes, allotting even more space to the latter than to the former. However, it is not only the former kind that connotes the past (or the future), but the latter as well. The presence of less famous sites and the de-naturalisation of mundane spaces and objects may surprise the viewer, make him/her wonder why they are singled out, inquire into various details related to these objects, and discover their stories, woven into the canvas of Taiwan's history. Thus my research material encourages what Urry and Larsen call an "anthropological gaze," which interprets sights and sites "within a historical array of meanings and symbols." (87) Therefore, these tourist souvenirs not only have the potential to encode individual place-related experiences, (88) but are also repositories and activators of collective memories -they formulate a national heritage in which every period in Taiwan's past has its place. The objects visually depicted in my research material thus become monuments, (89) or lieux de mémoire in Pierre Nora's term (90) -they commemorate various chapters in Taiwan's his-N o . 2 0 1 7 / 2 • c h i n a p e r s p e c t i v e s 13
